
S32K344 MCAL Integrate with S32DS  

✒  Stephen Du

Foreword  
This document will not guide you how to configure a MCAL project with EB Tresos. The pre-condition is that you
already complete the configuration of your MCAL project and there is no error with code generation. (If you want to
know how to work with EB Tresos to create a project, please refer other material)

And if your project is using makefile or something similar with that to construct your target files, you can ignore this
document. This document is for who wants to use S32DS to compiling and debug.

1. New Project  
1. Open S32DS V3.4 or later version. Then File  -> New  -> S32DS Application Project .

2. Input you project name and select the chip type.

3. Select library and set FPU and so on.

If you want to print something in console, you can select Debugger Consoler  at I/O Support  item, Otherwise select

No I/O . For "FPU Support" item, suggest you select: Hardware: -mfloat-abi=hard .

SDKs item keep None , because we will not use any LLD but MCAL. Debugger item depends on your device.
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4. Click Finish  to create project. In default, it will help create the startup code, vector table file, link file, some

header files and the main.c file and so on.

2. Remove Files  
1. Delete unnecessary files. Here we need delete the "include"  folder which created by default. These header files in

"include" folder are for LLD code using and MCAL has its own header files(even through most files are the same, but
still few files are different) which are located in "MCAL\Base_Ts_T4xxx\header" .

2. Delete the "Startup_Code"  folder and "Linker_Files"  folder which located in "Project_Settings". MCAL will use its

own link file and startup file, which are located in the following path: "MCAL\Platform_TS_T4xxx\build_files\gcc"  and

"MCAL\Platform_TS_T4xxx\src\m7" .

In fact, we can also use files created by S32DS, but some content may need to be modified, so in order to reduce
our workload, we use MCAL files, which can save a lot of time.

3. Add MCAL  
1. Copy the "include"  and "src"  folder of the modules which you used. These folders located in the plugin folder.

The default install path is: "C:\NXP\AUTOSAR\" . If you installed multiple product versions, there will be many different

product version folders, go into the right folder and find "eclipse\plugins" . You also can copy all modules' folder

except the *.jar file. Please refer the following picture, just copy the selected folder. We put these folder into one
folder named "MCAL"  and located in the project root path.

If you only copy the modules which you used, you can ignore step 3.3. Attention, their may have some problem if
you are fresher on MCAL, the problem is how to know which module you used. for the these module which related
with hardware, its easy to identify. For example, the "Adc" module or "Spi" module and so on. If we want to use it,
we need configure it. but the problem is that some modules are the common module, like the "Base" and "Rte"
module, even we didn't configure it, but some other module dependent on them. so we also need copy these
common modules.
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2. Attention again, except Base  and Platform  module, all other modules only copy "include"  and "src"  folders. You

need delete all unnecessary files/folders under each module's folder. Only keep "include"  and "src"  folders. The

following picture take "Adc" module as an example, delete the selected files/folders, the other modules are same.
For "Base"  and "Platform"  modules, we can see from above picture, we need copy "header"  and "build_files"

folders besides "include"  and "src" .

 

3. Before you do the following process, I strongly suggest you "Refresh" the project folder tree first(You can press
"F5"). In the previous step 3.1, If you only copied the module you used, you can ignore this step.

Disable the modules which you did not used, otherwise it will cause many compiling error. Select the module
folder in the project tree and right click. Then Build path  -> Remove from  -> Debug_FLASH .



Then it will move to the tail and color will change to gray. You can select multiple folders once time. If you want to re-
active the module, the method is same, under Build path , select Add to  -> Debug_FLASH .

Attention: There have three options, Debug_FLASH, Release_FLASH, Debug_RAM. Commonly, the project's default
state is Debug_FLASH, you can check the state from the project tree. Please refer the following picture.

 

If you want to change to release, right click on project name, select Build Configurations  -> Set Active  -> Release

FLASH . If you change this, the previous process (Add/Remove module) need synchronize.



4. Property Setting  
1. Now, we need include all modules' header file path in project's property. Right click on project name, click

Properties. Then C/C++ Build  -> Standard S32DS C Compiler  -> Includes .

Pay attention to Base  module, it need includes two paths. one is "include", another is "header".
And the Platform  module also a specially module, you need set the startup header file path.
Don't forgot to add the MCAL generated codes' header file path.
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You'd better use the relative path here.

You can copy from the following list (Note that different versions of the software may be different):

"${ProjDirPath}/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/generate/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Adc_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Base_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/header"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Base_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/CanIf_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Can_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Crc_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/CryIf_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Crypto_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Csm_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Dem_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Det_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Dio_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/EcuM_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/EthIf_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/EthSwt_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/EthTrcv_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Eth_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Fee_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Fls_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Gpt_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/I2c_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Icu_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/LinIf_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Lin_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Mcl_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Mcu_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/MemIf_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Ocu_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Os_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Platform_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Platform_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/startup/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Port_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Pwm_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Rm_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Rte_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Sai_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Sent_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"
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2. Define the necessary MACRO for project. Also in the property window. If your debugger is PE/Multilink and you
didn't configure MPU, suggest you don't define： "I_CACHE_ENABLE" and "D_CACHE_ENABLE". It will affect you
debug. If you plan to use FPU, you need define: "ENABLE_FPU" in here. That means the FPU is active by two
conditions, the one is the item when you create the project, you need enable FPU; another condition is this macro
definition.

You can copy from the following list:

 

3. Check/Set device type for debug in property window.

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Spi_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Uart_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/WdgIf_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"

"${ProjDirPath}/MCAL/Wdg_TS_T40D34M9I0R0/include"
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ARMCM7_SP
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S32K344
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4. Set compiler parameters in property window.

About the compiler parameters, please refer the "xxx_ReleaseNotes.pdf". Our document and demo project also
take a reference from that file. Maybe there have some special requirements in your project, in such case, you
need very clear the parameters what does it mean, this out of the scope of this document. But I think most
settings apply to your project. For example, the startup file setting, the link file setting and so on.

If you want to generate some other formats output file, like *.mot, *.s19, *.bin and so on, you can check the item:
"Create flash image", please refer the following picture. After you check this item, you need click Apply and Close

button, and re-open the property window, then you can find that the left side menu will appear a new feature,
please see the following second picture.



Then you can select the output file format in the new feature window. Please refer the following picture.

Set the language standard to: ISO C99



Set optimization level. Here we set to -Os . This level is refer from ReleaseNotes.pdf. This is a global setting, in the

real project, you can set the level according to your project's requirement. S32DS also support set the level for
each single file independently. And some other parameters need setting in this window. please refer the following
picture.

About the "Other optimization flags", you can copy from following list:

-funsigned-char -fshort-enums -fomit-frame-pointer -fstack-usage -fdump-ipa-all

Set Debugging Level.

Set Warnings parameters:



About the "Other warning flags", you can copy from following list:

-Wstrict-prototypes -Wundef -Werror=implicit-function-declaration -Wsign-compare

Set link file and remove the default start files.

Set linker miscellaneous.

About the "Linker flags", you can copy from following list:

--entry=Reset_Handler -lc -lm -lgcc



All these parameters which mentioned above, you can set it according to your requirement.

5. Link EB Tresos Generated Folder  
1. Link EB Tresos generated configure file for each module. About this, we have many solutions except link method.

For example you can copy the generated folder to our project folder. You also can specify the generate path to
our project directly in the EB Tresos setting. Link strategy can keep two projects (EB Tresos configure project and
S32DS project) independently.

Right click project name, New  -> Folder .

Select your project, Expand Advances , select Link to alternate location(Linked Folder) , browse the generate folder.

Default path is under EB Tresos configure project, then output\generated .

After you browser, click Finish . Then you can find it under your project tree. The icon is different with others folder,

the linked folder has a arrow icon.

I suggest you put the EB Tresos configure project at the same root path with S32DS project.

Attention, if you use link method and when you import the project after you create a new workspace, don't select
copy project , otherwise, the linked folder will cause error, because it can't find the path.
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6. Add Your Own Code  
1. Add your own code in main.c or add intendent file/folder. Don't forget to add the header file path into project

property.

2. Done. Till now, you have completed the integration work, you can start compiling and debugging.
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